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Abstract
Multi-user virtual reality systems enable natural collaboration in shared virtual worlds. Users can talk to each
other, gesture and point into the virtual scenery as if it were real. As in reality, referring to objects by pointing
results often in a situation whereon objects are occluded from the other users’ viewpoints. While in reality this
problem can only be solved by adapting the viewing position, specialized individual views of the shared virtual
scene enable various other solutions. As one such solution we propose show-through techniques to make sure that
the objects one is pointing to can always be seen by others. We first study the impact of such augmented viewing
techniques on the spatial understanding of the scene, the rapidity of mutual information exchange as well as the
proxemic behavior of users. To this end we conducted a user study in a co-located stereoscopic multi-user setup.
Our study revealed advantages for show-through techniques in terms of comfort, user acceptance and compliance to
social protocols while spatial understanding and mutual information exchange is retained. Motivated by these results
we further analyze whether show-through techniques may also be beneficial in distributed virtual environments. We
investigated a distributed setup for two users, each participant having its own display screen and a minimalist avatar
representation for each participant. In such a configuration there is a lack of mutual awareness, which hinders the
understanding of each other’s pointing gestures and decreases the relevance of social protocols in terms of proxemic
behavior. Nevertheless, we found that show-through techniques can improve collaborative interaction tasks even in
such situations.
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1. Introduction
Multi-user virtual reality enables the joint experience of a shared 3D space in a similar way as in real life. Consequently, natural forms of gestural communication, such as pointing, can immediately be used for the collaborative

Figure 1: The first two images (a, b) illustrate the issue of interpersonal occlusion between two tracked users in
a multi-user VR system: an object that is fully visible to one user (a) cannot or only partially be seen from other
viewpoints (b). Show-through techniques can improve target discovery in such situations by showing the indicated
object through the occluding environment (c).
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inspection of computer-generated 3D models. Such real-world correspondence also results in real-world problems.
One might want to show a virtual object to colleagues, but the object might be occluded from their respective viewpoints. To solve this problem in reality, people have to walk around the occluding objects to obtain a suitable viewing
position. A common behavior is to move close to the person who is pointing in order to see the specified object (e. g.
by looking over his shoulder), which can result in a physical proximity of users that does not comply with social
protocols of formal presentations.
Co-located multi-user systems offer the possibility to provide each user with an individual view of the shared 3D
scene [1]. Our central idea is to equip users with augmented viewing capabilities for allowing them to look through
objects if another person points at an occluded target. In particular, x-ray vision techniques are promising candidates,
considering that they can be used to reveal hidden objects while maintaining most of the 3D local context information.
We refer to these novel type of collaborative interaction techniques as “show-through” techniques, since the objects
being pointed at are showing through occluding objects. We hypothesized that users would greatly appreciate showthrough techniques and also that they would maintain larger distances to each other in order to feel more comfortable.
On the other hand, we were concerned about the understanding of spatial relations in the presented 3D scene, as users
can see referred objects without being actively involved in their visual discovery. Though, objects can be identified
more rapidly if occluding objects vanish automatically, it is likely to be more difficult to understand and memorize
their exact 3D location in a complex environment. In addition, most humans are not experienced with such “magical”
viewing capabilities.
Our study on show-through usability in a co-located multi-user VR system revealed that users become rapidly
proficient with augmented vision and appreciate the techniques for facilitating collaboration at convenient interpersonal distances. Furthermore, we found no evidence of any negative impact of show through techniques on the spatial
understanding of the 3D model. In such a co-located situation, the actions of collaborators are very noticeable and
thereby afford excellent understanding of spatial references. In a remote collaboration scenario though, collaborators
are replaced by virtual avatars. In particular for single screen displays, avatars are often hardly visible if the collaborators are working side-by-side and thus the level of co-presence and mutual awareness is much lower. The potential
lack of accurate knowledge about the position of others in the shared virtual space may hamper the understanding of
spatial references and relations.
Show-through techniques can reduce the chance of ambiguous references in such situations. Selected objects are
not only highlighted; they become fully visible by showing through occluding geometry. This visualization aid ensures
that others can always see what a remote collaborator is referring to, but not necessarily where the respective items
are exactly located. In fact, the ease of discovery may even discourage users from actively examining the scenery
around selected objects. Our study on show-through techniques in a distributed setup demonstrates advantages of our
augmented vision approach for the rapid identification of objects being pointed at by a remote collaborator. However,
in some cases, we also observed that such support of object discovery can indeed affect the users’ ability to retrieve
these objects later on.
2. Related Work
2.1. Co-Located Multi-User Virtual Reality
Multi-user Virtual Reality can enhance collaborative work in scenarios such as presentations and joint reviews
of architectural and mechanical design. Ideally, the interface must not be an obstacle to the direct communication
between multiple users in such systems. Unfortunately, most virtual reality display systems do not support multiple
tracked, co-located users appropriately. Head-mounted displays strongly compromise the user’s visual perception of
collaborators and the operational environment. Projection-based systems, on the other hand, are commonly limited
to displaying only one stereoscopic view shared by all users. Thus, just one user can see the virtual world in a
perspectively correct manner, while surrounding users perceive distorted views. It is impossible in such settings to
communicate locations of interest through natural pointing.
Nevertheless, projection-based VR systems are often used by groups of people rather than a single person since
their spatial layout affords collaboration [2, 25]. To meet the requirements of group interaction in single view VR
setups Simon proposed to render the scene for a fixed viewing position, unaffected by the users’ head movement [25].
He argues that basic manipulation techniques can still be well supported in such a setting if the virtual interaction
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tools (such as pointing ray, menus, etc) are rendered in a perspective correct for the operating user. This workaround
tries to cope with the limitations of single-view projection systems, but it implies that all users perceive a distorted
view of the actual scene. The approach also inhibits natural viewpoint maneuvering in terms of head movement. We
argue that co-located collaboration in virtual environments requires to render perspectively correct views of the scene
for each involved user.
Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs) do provide individual views for each user but most of them also impede the
perception of the physical environment including one’s own body and that of the others. This hinders direct interaction
and largely inhibits gestural communication between team members. If one cannot perceive the physical actions of
the others, coordinated activities are hardly possible. Detailed avatar representations of the users can improve this
situation [23], but this approach is clearly outperformed by the quality of non-verbal communication in a shared
physical reality. See-through HMDs allow superimposing (or augmenting) the visual perception of the real world
with computer-generated graphics. Such augmented reality (AR) displays allow collaborative interaction with 3D
computer graphics in a natural way, e.g., through direct pointing gestures [3, 20, 5]. However, the quality of the visual
perception of both, the real and the virtual environments can only be traded against each other in that case.
More recently, several other concepts to provide a shared 3D virtual reality to multiple users have been proposed.
Advances in the development of autostereoscopic [11], volumetric [19, 16] as well as holographic displays [22]
promise highly realistic presentations of 3D geometry that multiple users can observe from their respective viewpoints
without the use of any special headgear. In our studies, we followed the approach of time-multiplexing the output
from multiple video projectors using high frequency LC-shutter technology [15]. Projection-based multi-user VR
systems require the users to wear shutter glasses, but compared to HMDs, the impediments of interface hardware to
immediate gestural communication between users is minimized.
Salzmann et al. [24] demonstrated the feasibility of bare-handed pointing and tracing to guide the attention of
others in a comparable setup. They also found that pointing at an equivalent physical model is still more accurate
– particularly for “touching” virtual objects in proximity. This can be explained with the lack of haptic feedback
and different focal distances of the real finger and virtual objects which are stereoscopically displayed at the same
depth. In order to compensate this, they suggest displaying the pointing direction with a virtual ray if high accuracy
is required.
2.2. Referential Awareness
Meaningful exchange of information and collaborative work is only possible if we know what others are referring
to. In shared physical spaces deictic gestures like pointing and tracing in combination with verbal hints generally
provide sufficient cues for efficient communication. However, if the spatial layout of the explored environment becomes dense and complex, objects and features are not always visible from all involved viewpoints. Awareness of
reference gestures and selected objects can thus be compromised due to occlusion. Consider the set T
of visible objects
for one user V1 and the set of visible objects for a second user V2 . Objects visible for both users, V1 V2 , do not pose
a communication problem. However, one user may point at an object that cannot be seen from the others’s viewpoint
V1 −V2 or V2 −V1 .
The obvious way to alleviate this problem is changing the viewpoint, e.g., by looking over the other’s shoulder.
In computer-mediated collaboration multiple people may even share exactly the same viewpoint. In the context of
remote collaboration this approach has been shown to be beneficial as occlusion issues are prevented and referential
ambiguity can be minimized [8, 21].
In co-located multi-user VR, instead, this is not an option. Aligning the virtual viewpoints of all involved users
necessarily corrupts the notion of a shared 3D space and thus hinders gestural communication [1]. Just as in reality,
one must walk over to the person who indicates a point of interest to see what he/she is referring to. This however
may interfere with social protocols. We assumed that being in such close proximity to one another can make the users
feel uncomfortable.
For video-based tele-collaboration Chastine and Zhu suggested occlusion-compensating visualization techniques
as an alternative solution [7]. However, the suitability of special visualization techniques and the corresponding
impact on mutual communication and collaboration has not been studied yet.
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2.3. Proxemics
The extent of open space a person needs surrounding him or her depends on several factors, including physical
ones such as temperature, lighting and noise. But one’s culture and social relations are also encoded in terms of space.
Edward T. Hall coined the term proxemics [17] for “the interrelated observations and theories of man’s use of space
as a specialized elaboration of culture”. Proxemics deal with social and personal space and man’s perception of it.
In “The Hidden Dimension” [17], Hall defines four classes of interpersonal distances and their respective meaning
in regards to social relations. All four are further subdivided into their respective close and far phases: intimate
distance (0 cm – 5 cm – 46 cm); personal distance (46 cm – 76 cm – 120 cm); social distance (1.2 m – 2.1 m – 3.7 m);
and public distance (3.7 m – 7.6 m – more). Hall derived these measurements from experiments and interviews he
conducted with adult US citizens. Since the measures mainly depend on culture and perceptional channels involved in
the communication among one another, they also serve as rough approximations for interpersonal distances in other
regions of western culture.
Intimate distance involves touch and olfaction. Visual perception becomes distorted. It occurs only in certain
situations such as “wrestling or making love”. Otherwise, people generally try to avoid such closeness. Personal
distance is mostly observed between family members, partners and close friends. The distinction between the close
and the far phase of personal distance corresponds to one’s arm reach at approximately 76 cm. In more formal relations
among acquaintances (e. g. in collaborative work settings), people tend to maintain a social distance. Hall describes
the close phase of social distance (up to 2.1 m) as the generally observed situation in collaborative work settings. He
also notes that important people often try to keep their subordinates at this far phase. Public distance can be observed
in settings like public speeches. It is not adequate for most kinds of collaboration and therefore, not relevant to our
studies.
Proxemic behavior can also be observed in completely virtual environments. Even though those do not feature
intimate sensations like touch or olfaction, it has been observed, that people tend to respect the private space around
avatars as if those were real people [14, 18, 4, 26]. Wilcox et al [26] could even measure the discomfort of people
when being confronted with an avatar intruding their personal distance zone - although at a lower level as compared
to facing real people.
All studies in that regard focused on direct interaction with avatars in face-to-face situations. It is not clear whether
these findings hold true for situations where avatars stand side by side while interacting with additional objects at a
shared virtual place. In fact, earlier research on remote assistance systems suggest the contrary. Chastine et al. [8]
reported that users appreciate the advantages of sharing virtually the same viewpoint even if this involves their view
being partially occluded by a semi-transparent avatar representation. Obviously, an avatar does not provide the same
level of co-presence as a real person. So, the sensation of a spatial conflict with such a merely graphical entity is also
limited. Blascovich et al. observed that peoples reactions to avoid collision with an avatar running over them was
mostly limited to only leaning away [4].
3. Facilitating Multi-User Pointing with Show-Through Techniques
Whenever a group of people is inspecting a complex 3D scene, interpersonal occlusion is a frequently occurring
issue. We propose show-through techniques to improve the gestural communication of people dealing with such
problems in multi-user VR setups. As a sample application, we refer to the design review of a car’s engine compartment. Following the design space proposed by Elmqvist and Tsigas [13], we defined the constraints for appropriate
techniques to handle interpersonal occlusion issues:
• Primary Purpose : We aim to improve gestural communication between users by facilitating the discovery of
occluded objects if one is trying to show them to others.
• Disambiguation Strength : We want to support occlusion handling for objects that are strongly interacting
with other objects in the virtual environment. This includes enabling the visibility of objects that are enclosed
in others.
• Depth Cues : Depth cues ought to be maintained as far as possible in order to best support the users’ spatial
perception.
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• View Paradigm : Since our primary purpose is to improve interpersonal communication, the notion of a shared
3D environment must not be destroyed. Furthermore, we argue that target objects ought to be seen embedded in
the shared 3D space to make sense of pointing gestures and to better understand the spatial layout of the scene.
Thus, we do not consider solving the occlusion issue by providing multiple viewports to individual users.
• Interaction Model : Techniques for handling interpersonal occlusions must implicitly be triggered by a user
pointing at certain objects in the scene. However, the resulting changes are applied to the view of others. Thus,
techniques to handle interpersonal occlusions can be considered as actively triggered by one user (who does not
recieve visual feedback), while passively perceived by others.
• Target Invariances : For the collaborative inspection of 3D graphics it is generally very important to preserve
the location, the geometry and the appearance of target objects. Otherwise users would perceive different
objects and, thus, communication regarding the presented 3D environment would be hindered.
Regarding those properties, Elmqvist and Tsigas also classify existing occlusion management techniques in five
categories: Volumetric Probes, Projection Distorters, Virtual X-Ray, Tour Planners and Multiple Views. Virtual X-Ray
fulfills nearly all of our requirements better than other techniques and only in terms of provided depth cues Multiple
Views, Tour Planners and Volumetric Probes may offer better performance. However they have severe drawbacks
with respect to the other dimensions in the design space of occlusion management techniques. Multiple Viewports can
provide an additional non-occluded view at a target object, but this approach does not support its correct localization,
which is important for the collaborative inspection of a 3D scene. Tour Planner refers to techniques that move the
virtual viewpoint of users in order to gather a non-occluded vision at target objects. This approach is not adequate for
multi-user VR applications considering that it would destroy the notion of a shared 3D environment. Using Volumetric
Probes, users can move occluding objects aside, but this requires quite a bit of effort. It takes time to manipulate
objects and as the layout of the scene is changed, users lose important information about the relative placement of
objects.
Virtual X-Ray techniques can solve visibility issues in that occluding objects are removed or rendered transparently [6, 9, 10, 12]. In contrast to other approaches, such “see-through” techniques can solve occlusion issues while
preserving the layout of the scene as well as the coherence of a virtual environment which is shared by multiple
users. To facilitate collaborative inspections of a virtual 3D scene, Virtual X-Ray techniques ensure for all users that
the object referenced by one user is always showing through. We therefore suggest using the term “show-through”
techniques for this particular application of the Virtual X-Ray.
3.1. Implementation
We implemented two show-through techniques (see Figure 2) with different visualization parameters: Cutaway
and Transparency. In both cases, we define a cutting volume stretching from a user’s viewing position to the indicated
parts of the scene. All fragments of graphics objects that fall within that volume are either removed completely or
displayed semi-transparently.
The implementation of both show-through techniques is largely similar. First, a volume containing the selected
object as well as both eyes of the user, is computed. For simplification, we constrained the volume to the smallest
possible cylindrical shape. In our study, we were only considering the mutual presentation of simple, sphere-like
objects. The axis of the cylinder is defined by the center of the object and the center between the user’s eyes. For the
description of a more general approach refer to previous work of Burns and Finkelstein [6].
Once the cutting volume is defined, the fragments falling inside that area can be determined and their appearance
can be transformed accordingly. For the Cutaway approach, all fragments inside the cutting volume are discarded
using a fragment shader. For the Transparency approach, alpha values of each fragment are modified, taking into
account the distance to the axis of the cylinder. Occluding objects were only sorted in depth on a per-object basis.
For the engine compartment of our car model, the transparency effect was correct for most viewpoints. In a different
scenario, however, sorting on a per-triangle basis might be required [12].
The lightweight implementation of the proposed show-through techniques introduced a negligible impact on rendering performance. The most time-consuming process of our sample application was the general graphics rendering
for two stereoscopic image pairs. The application was running at around 40 fps.
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(a) The Cutaway technique.

(b) The Transparency technique.

Figure 2: Show-through techniques can improve target discovery by completely or partially removing the occluding
environment.
4. An Evaluation of Show-Through Techniques for Co-located Collaboration
We designed a two-user pointing task to analyze the usability aspects of the proposed show-through techniques in
a co-located setup. The experimental task was designed to investigate user performance regarding the identification
of indicated targets in a dense 3D environment and the memorization of their respective locations. Both show-through
techniques (Cutaway and Transparency) were compared to a baseline condition (Baseline) in which users had to
obtain adequate viewpoints by walking around to see the otherwise occluded objects. In addition to these pure performance measures, we studied the impact of our visualization techniques on the users’ behavior in such a collaborative
work setting. We were interested to see whether users could benefit from the proposed show-through techniques in
terms of maintaining more comfortable distances to each other without decreasing the efficiency of their collaborative
interaction.
The experimental task we implemented for our studies refers to a collaborative design review in the automotive
industry, where variations of a design are evaluated by a group of experts. Showing certain features of the model
to colleagues is a frequently occurring subtask in such collaborative work settings. Multi-user VR systems are a
promising technology to facilitate this as they enable immediate information exchange about features in a shared 3D
environment. Following the situation of a design review as a reference, we presented the engine compartment of a
VW Golf in its original size on a multi-view projection screen (see Figure 4). Our experimental system supported
two tracked users that could individually walk around the virtual model to observe it from different viewpoints. The
perceived stereoscopic view was always corresponding to the users’ respective viewing position. Thus, the model was
perceived to remain at a fixed location in the shared environment while users were walking around it. The 3D model
was tilted about 40◦ in order to provide users with a good overview that is similar to the visual experience in the real
world where people look from above at a car’s engine compartment.
We assigned different tasks to the two involved users of our multi-user system: the experimenter (hereinafter
referred to as the presenter) was pointing to certain objects in the model that had to be identified and located by a
second user, the observer. The role of the presenter was always assumed by one of the authors. For the role of
the observer, we invited volunteers to analyze how show-through techniques would affect their ability to identify,
locate and memorize the indicated objects and also their behavior in terms of proxemics (see section 2.3). Abstract
3D geometries that were placed at 15 predefined positions in the model served as target objects for presentation and
identification (see Figure 3). Therefore, all target objects were of the same size. We decided to use abstract target
objects that had no semantic relation to the model in order to to minimize the potential bias from different levels of
knowledge users may have about the structure of a car’s engine compartment. Only one target object was shown at
a time to ensure that all experimental conditions were evaluated using the same sequences of target objects. Two
different investigators were alternately running the experiments. We made sure to fulfill the role of the presenter in
compliance with a strictly defined storyboard to minimize the influence of personality. Additionally, we prevented the
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Figure 3: Left, engine model used for the user study, the black frame represents the borders of the real screen. Right,
during the test participants had to discover and point to six synthetic targets (not in same scale as the engine model).

presenter to search for the next target object in line by providing a visual localization aid. The high quality of the
shutter elements we used in our setup effectively prevented these hints being seen by the observer.
Correspondingly to the different roles of the presenter and the observer, each trial also consisted of two phases.
During the presentation phase, the presenter was pointing to three target objects in a row, while always waiting until
the observer confirmed that he had located the respective object in the scene. In the following retrieval phase, the
observer was asked to prove that he had memorized the three objects and their location by pointing to them in the
same sequence as they were presented. In both show-through conditions, X-Ray vision facilitated the identification of
presented objects for the observer, but only during the presentation phase. In the following retrieval phase, users had
to rely on the information they gathered in the presentation phase to once again find the three objects in the scene.
During the experiments, different types of data were recorded. Primarily, we logged discovery time during the
presentation phase and the time required for the retrieval of target objects. The logged discovery time did not include
the time required by the presenter to approach the next target object. Instead, only the time that the presenter was
pointing at it until the observer confirmed that he could localize it, was recorded. Additionally, we logged the users’
(head) positions throughout the experiments. This enabled us to sum up the covered distance of the participants during
the presentation phase as well as to track the distance both users maintained from each other during the experiment.
4.1. Experimental Setup
The experiments were conducted on a projection based two-user VR setup (see Figure 4). The system is built on
time-multiplexing of individual views using LC-shutter technology as described in [15]. The users were required to
wear tracked shutter glasses. We used custom made double-cell shutter glasses sizing 65 mm in width and 45 mm in
height for the shutter glasses. Square 80 mm shutters were mounted in front of the projectors. While single LC-shutter
elements provide a contrast ratio ranging from 1000:1 to 5000:1 between the open and the closed state, we achieved
a contrast ratio of 25000:1 with our double-cell approach. As a result, absolutely no crosstalk between the views of
both users was perceptible.
The physical dimensions of the projection screen were 3 m in width and 2 m in height with a resolution of 1800 px
× 1200 px. The tracked workspace, wherein people could walk around to examine and gather information about the
scenery from different angles, covered an area of approximately 4 m by 4 m. Note that these spatial constraints of the
operational environment also affect the users’ behavior in terms of proxemics.
The visual stimuli were presented at a stereo depth range of ±0.8 m from the projection screen (see Figure 3). The
target objects inside the simulated engine compartment were situated in places which were hidden from most possible
viewing positions (e. g. behind the engine block). Without using show-through techniques, the observer could not
directly see them.
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Figure 4: Our projection-based two-user setup displayed superimposed stereo perspectives on the screen.

4.2. Participants
Twenty-four paid users, aged between 19 and 31, participated in the study. All of them were students of varying
disciplines ranging from engineering to computer science and to design and humanities. Seventeen participants had
prior experience with VR applications while 7 did not. We organized the experiments as a competition so that the
three participants with the shortest retrieval times of targets, won a ticket to the movies. Note that the differences
regarding social hierarchies between presenter (research assistant) and participant (students), were not that distinctive
as they certainly are within formal presentations held for an executive committee.
4.3. Design and Hypotheses
Each participant of our study was involved in two successive experiments. First, we compared the target retrieval
performance and the learning progress of user groups that were operating with different occlusion management techniques (Baseline, Cutaway, Transparency). Thereafter, we introduced each user to the two other conditions they had
not been exposed to during the first experiment. Another set of trials was performed with each technique condition in
order to analyze user behavior with different techniques and to provide a basis for the users’ subjective ratings. We
expected stronger effects of learning the task than that of techniques. Therefore, technique was compared betweensubjects with repetitive blocks (five subsequent trials) as a within-subjects variable. Each user group consisted of 8
people. Before the experiment started, users were given written descriptions of the task including the advice to strive
for the best possible target retrieval performance, and the hint that the sequence of target object was repeated during
each block. We provided a short training session to make sure users understood the task, the respective occlusion
management technique they were assigned to and also that they could effectively handle the involved interaction techniques (e. g. head tracking, ray selection). We trained the interaction procedure of our experiment using a special
sequence of six target objects which did not occur during the recorded trials.
The following recorded trials also consisted of the presentation of three subsequent target objects that had to be
found by the observer. Five different trials, with unique object locations, were performed during one block. The
combination resulted in 15 different target locations inside the engine compartment which were repeated in three
subsequent blocks. In total, 15 trials were performed by each user. Participants were encouraged to take breaks
between blocks to minimize fatigue.
The dependent variables for the first experiment were: the discovery time (time during which targets were shown
by the presenter until the confirmation that the observer localized them); the retrieval time (duration of the retrieval
phase); and the covered distance during the discovery phase. The independent variables were the occlusion management technique and block.
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We expected users to learn the task sequence rapidly, and thereby successively optimizing the effectiveness of
their operations. We also assumed that they needed to move less when show-through techniques were applied. We
reasoned that this could enhance the discovery phase by reducing discovery times. However, the reduced movement
in the scene’s surroundings and the unfamiliar visual appearance of objects that show through other geometries can
also have a negative impact on the users’ spatial understanding of the scene and thus affect retrieval times. From these
considerations, we derived the following hypotheses about the results of the first experiment:
• H1.1 : Decreasing mean of discovery time over successive blocks.
• H1.2 : Decreasing mean of retrieval time over successive blocks.
• H1.3 : Decreasing mean of covered distance over successive blocks.
• H1.4 : Larger mean of covered distance in the Baseline condition as compared to both show-through techniques.
• H1.5 : Larger mean of discovery times in the Baseline condition as compared to both of the other techniques.
• H1.6 : Larger mean of retrieval times in both show-through conditions as compared to the Baseline condition.
During a break of approximately 15 minutes users were asked to provide information about their age and gender,
as well as previous experience with VR-systems. Using a short questionnaire, we checked whether any particular
problems were experienced during the experiments.
In a second experiment we wanted to compare the three occlusion management techniques within subjects. We
assumed that after having gained experience during the first experiment, users would have acquired a robust cognitive
model, meaning that they were well trained with the task procedure. Thus, we estimated expert performance, in that
effects of further learning would be negligible. However, since users were trained with only one of the techniques,
we refrained from comparing task performance within subjects. Instead, we focused on subjective preference of users
and user behavior in terms of proxemics.
We logged the distance between users as recorded during the presentation phase of each trial. As in the first study,
the experimenters performed the role of the presenter, making sure to follow a strict storyboard in order to avoid
biasing the distance data.
We conducted three additional blocks in that second experiment conforming to those from the first one – aside
from this, users were now testing other occlusion management technique in each block. The order of the techniques
was balanced among the 24 test subjects.
After having completed three blocks with different technique conditions, we asked users to score techniques on
a 5 point Likert scale in the parameters of spatial understanding (how techniques support gathering information
about the position of target objects in the scene), collaboration (how techniques support interpersonal communication
about the scene) and comfort (the perceived comfort while interacting in presence of different occlusion management
techniques).
Without the use of visual aids, close proximity to the presenter is generally required in order to see an indicated
object. Our proposed show-through techniques, instead, enable to observe indicated objects in the scene from every
viewpoint that the operational environment permits. Following the findings of Hall [17], we assumed that users would
tend to remain in the close phase of social distance rather than in closer proximity. The size of the operational environment, however, hardly allowed users to interact with the virtual scene, while remaining in social distance to each
other. Nevertheless, we expected much shorter average distances between users in the Baseline condition as compared
to both show-through techniques. Consequently, we estimated a user preference for show-through techniques with respect to comfort. Regarding spatial understanding we felt that the localization of objects in the scene was cognitively
more difficult in cases in which they are only perceived as showing-through other geometries than if an appropriate
viewpoint has to be obtained by walking around the virtual scene. We therefore expected the best scores for the
Baseline condition in the domain of spatial understanding. On the other hand, since show-through techniques allow
users to see indicated objects from other perspectives than that of the presenter, the pure amount of information that
can be gathered as a group of users is considerably increased. We assumed that users would consider this advantage
when scoring techniques in the domain of collaboration. In summary, we noted the following hypotheses regarding
the results of the second experiment:
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• H2.1 : In average, larger distances will be kept between users in both show-through techniques as compared to
the Baseline condition.
• H2.2 : Strong user preference for both show-through techniques in the domain of comfort.
• H2.3 : Lower subjective ratings for both show-through techniques as compared to the Baseline condition in the
domain of spatial understanding.
• H2.4 : Stronger user preference for both show-through techniques in the domain of collaboration.
4.4. Results and Discussion
4.4.1. User Performance
Performance data from the first experiment was collapsed and entered into a one-factor (technique) between subjects ANOVA considering block as a within-subjects variable. For all post-hoc comparisons, Bonferroni adjustment
for α was applied.
Regarding discovery time (see Figure 5 left), we found a significant effect of block (p < 0.001; F = 29.36).
Post-hoc tests revealed that all differences between the successive three blocks were significant (all p < 0.05). This
confirms H1.1, stating that learning would have a significant effect on the time required to find target objects. No
significant differences could be found for technique. Thus, we had to reject H1.5. In contradiction to that, we were
expecting longer confirmation times in the Baseline condition. During the experiment, we observed users developing
appropriate strategies for efficient interaction under different technique conditions. In the Baseline condition, users
generally followed the presenter to ensure a similar point of view, whereas they rarely changed their position when
show-trough techniques were enabled. Therefore, users were able to localize indicated target objects in a comparable
time for all techniques.
With respect to the covered distance (see Figure 5 right), we found significant effects for block (p < 0.001; F =
18.15). Post-hoc comparisons revealed significant differences between all three block conditions (all p < 0.05). This
confirms H1.3, stating that learning the task would allow users to minimize the required physical action. Additionally,
significant effects were found for technique (p < 0.05; F = 9.04). Post-hoc comparisons revealed that in the Baseline
condition users moved significantly more than in both other conditions (p < 0.001). This result confirms H1.4.
Without making use of show-through techniques, people are required to adapt their viewing position more often.
Between both show-through techniques, we found no significant differences.
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Figure 5: Boxplots of discovery time (left) and the corresponding covered distance (right) during the first experiment.
We can clearly see the learning effect over blocks, and also how users were required to move more if they were not
provided with show-through techniques.
Retrieval time was only affected by block (p < 0.001; F = 43.92). Therefore, we can confirm H1.2, stating that
learning the task would allow users to improve upon the rapidity of target retrieval. No significant effect of technique
on retrieval time was found. We thus reject H1.6. We were assuming that the time required to retrieve target objects
is strongly affected by the spatial knowledge the users were able to gather beforehand. As we cannot find an effect
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of technique on retrieval times, we argue that the three tested occlusion handling techniques can comparably well
support the users’ spatial perception of objects within the 3D scene.
Overall, the results of the first experiment indicate that all tested occlusion management techniques allow for
comparable user performance, not only in terms of fundamental task efficiency, but also with respect to supporting the
users’ learning progress. Regarding the required distance covered to localize indicated targets, we found significant
benefits for both show-through techniques.
4.4.2. Proxemics
In the second experiment we analyzed the users mutual distance during the presentation phase. We compared the
techniques between subjects because we expected the training during the first experiment to have an important impact
at the users interaction. As such we were only considering data from those users, that were well trained with the
respective technique.
Since the length of trials varied, we first normalized the distribution of distances to obtain the relative frequency
of distance ranges during the experiments. Figure 6 shows a plot of the normalized frequencies at which distances occurred during different technique conditions. For all techniques this distribution fits accurately to a normal distribution
(Anderson-Darling normality test: p < 0.005).
It is apparent in these graphs that show-through techniques allowed users to maintain larger distances. In the
Baseline condition, instead, users were crowding each other, frequently ending up at intimate distances, sometimes
even bumping into each other. Note that the position of the user was taken from the center between their eyes. So,
at distances ∼ 40cm their shoulders were touching. Distance values under ∼ 20cm would mean that their heads were
colliding.

Figure 6: The distance kept between users in relation to the applied occlusion-handling technique. Dashed outlines
represents the histogram of logged distances, shaded areas represent the “distances in man” as defined by E.T.Hall
[17].
We observe that in all conditions users kept about half of the time in the far phase of the personal distance.
With show-through techniques applied, the other half of the time was spent in the close phase of the social distance.
According to Hall [17] this is generally the preferred distance in collaborative work settings as simulated in our study.
Thus, we assume, that distances between users would still be larger, if not affected by the following limitations of our
display setup:
• Our working space was only about 3 meter wide, which clearly limited the maximum distance among users.
• The eye-wear used in the experiment consisted of relatively large shutter glasses, but still they limited the users’
field of view. Particularly, peripheral vision of users was affected and as such that the subconscious attention to
changes in the surrounding environment, e.g., colleagues approaching from beside, was impaired.
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• There was barely any social hierarchy present between the presenter (Ph.D Student) and observer (students). In
a real world setting this would be different. Recall that the more important somebody is, the larger the distances
kept to others generally are.
However, in absence of show-through techniques users kept a lot more time in the close phase of the personal
distance and, what is probably even more important, they could not avoid intruding frequently into the other’s intimate
distance. (see Table 1 for exact values).
Phase
Close
Far
Close
Far
Close

Zone
Intimate
Intimate
Personal
Personal
Social

Baseline
0.16%
5.10%
28.46%
57.59%
8.69%

Transparency
0.00%
0.05%
2.76%
49.59%
47.60%

Cutaway
0.00%
0.18%
5.05%
53.09%
41.68%

Table 1: Average time spent at distinct zones of interpersonal distances (see [17]) when operating with different
techniques.
For a statistical evaluation, we collapsed the data and entered it into a one-factor (technique) between subjects
ANOVA. We found a significant effect of technique on distance (F = 21.01, p < .001). This effect stems again
only from differences between the Baseline condition and both show-through techniques. Between the latter two, no
significant difference could be found.
We expect that if users would have had more space available, they would also have kept larger distances between
the presenter and the observer, while increasing the size of the operational environment would not have had much
effect on the distance observations in the Baseline condition.
4.4.3. Subjective Ratings
Subjective ratings reveal a significant user preference for the Cutaway and Transparency conditions in terms of
comfort. The Friedman Rank Test revealed significant differences among conditions (p < 0.001) with Baseline as
the bottom line, which confirms H2.2. Show-through techniques allow users to keep more comfortable distances
between each other. Also, less viewpoint motion is required since even otherwise occluded geometry can be seen.
In the domain of spatial understanding, we could not find significant differences among techniques. Thus, we had to
reject H2.3. It appears as if users were very confident about their ability to gather spatial knowledge in the virtual
environment independently from the used occlusion handling technique.
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Figure 7: Subjective comparison of the three conditions, in terms of collaboration, comfort and spatial understanding
of the model.
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Figure 8: The test setup used in the second experiment. Both users were sharing the same virtual environment
consisting of a car’s engine compartment. They were operating on two different systems standing in close proximity,
but not allowing direct visual contact. The presenter was using a smaller screen (left side) then the observer (right
side).

In the domain of collaboration support we have found significant differences among the subjective ratings of
techniques (p < 0.001). Again, the Baseline condition received the lowest score from users which confirms H2.4.
Though our experimental task did not require much collaborative interaction but rather only fundamental information
exchange, users seemed to predict further benefits for collaborative interaction from show-through techniques.
5. An Evaluation of Show-Through Techniques in a Remote Collaboration Scenario
Co-located collaboration in immersive virtual environments is still a rather exotic situation. Few VR setups provide
the means for appropriately displaying individual views to multiple users. With ever more capable computer and
display hardware we expect the number of such facilities to grow rapidly - and thus also the relevance of corresponding
interaction techniques. Nevertheless, most of today’s VR setups that support interaction of multiple users relate to
remote collaboration. Commonly such systems even consist of very different hardware setups at each location. We
were interested whether show-through techniques can improve collaborative design reviews in that context too. To
analyze this we conducted another experiment in correspondence to the first one, but in a remote setting.
5.1. Experimental Setup
Two projection-based VR displays were used in the experiment (see Figure 8). Both offered passive stereo viewing
and head tracking. The larger one of both screens was 2.5m wide and 2m high with a resolution of 1024px x 768px.
The second projection system was smaller (1.2m wide, 90cm high) but offered the same image resolution. In both
systems the center of the screen was roughly at the same height so that both allowed users to stand in front of the
screen while interacting. As in the co-located study the experimenter took the role of the presenter. The participants
of the experiment who were assigned to the role of the observer, always operated at the larger screen. Users were able
to talk freely to each other but had no visual contact.
The layout and presentation of the engine model at the observer’s system was the same as in the co-located setup.
By keeping the same size of the virtual engine, we made sure the participants would experience the same occlusion
issues and need similar movements to locate the referenced target objects as in the previous study. For the smaller
system used by the presenter the environment had to be scaled down by a factor of two.
The head and hand position of the presenter were visualized on the oberserver’s system with simplified graphical
representations at real size. So, the observer was not affected by the scaling, besides that the movement of the
presenter’s avatar through the shared virtual space was twice as fast as in reality. This may indeed further complicate
following the presenter’s activities and thus reduce mutual awareness. Considering that heterogeneous facilities are
common in remote collaboration, we accepted it as another controlled factor for all conditions of this study. Our aim
was not to identify the factors contributing to mutual awareness in remote collaboration but to analyze the impact of
show-through techniques on referential awareness and user behavior in such settings.
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As mentioned earlier, referential awareness in remote collaboration can be improved when all participants share
one virtual viewing position [8, 21]. While this is a sensible approach for training and remote guidance, it would
largely limit the benefits of collaboration in the realm of visual analysis: different viewpoints and individual navigation
through the data. Thus, we did not include this option in our studies.
5.2. Participants
Ten unpaid users, aged between 22 and 35, participated in the study. Two participants had prior experience
with VR applications while eight did not. As in the first study there were no apparent social hierarchies between
experimenter in the role of the presenter and the observing participants.
5.3. Design and Hypotheses
Since we obtained similar results with both types of show-through, we considered only the Transparency condition
in this study. We believe this type of visualization is the better solution in most cases. So, the independent variables
we tested within-subjects were technique (Baseline and Transparency) and trial (1,2 and 3). The test was subdivided
into two blocks, one per technique condition, each consisting of three trials. To minimize learning effects, the order of
the two blocks was balanced. The order was tested as between-subjects. Before each recorded block a short training
session was provided to make sure users understood the task and the respective visualization.
We considered the same dependent variables as in the earlier study: discovery time, retrieval time and distance
covered. Also, we were again recording mutual distances. At the end of the experiment the users where asked to
provide subjective ratings on a 7 point Likert scale.
The results of the earlier experiments have shown that enabling adherence to socially accepted proxemic behavior
is the main benefit of show-through techniques in a co-located scenario. Also we found that the observer’s effort to
follow a presenting colleague can be minimized importantly. Regarding the known acceptance of shared viewpoints
in remote setups (see [8, 21]) we did not expected proxemics to be a relevant issue here. We therefore only expected
small differences in mutual distances that would result from the minimized motion effort of the observer when taking
advantage of show-through techniques.
Recall that for the co-located setup we hypothesized that users would require more time for discovering referenced objects; the results did not support this assumption. Instead we observed that participants simply followed the
presenter continuously in order to have always an appropriate viewpoint to see the target objects. The remote setup
provides much less awareness of the presenter’s position. In fact, an avatar to a lateral side of oneself can hardly be
seen within the limited field of view of a single projection screen. Thus, the approach of continuous pursuit should be
much more difficult. We expected to verify this in terms of longer discovery times for the Baseline condition.
In summary we made the following hypotheses:
• H3.1 : Decreasing mean of discovery time over trials.
• H3.2 : Larger mean of discovery time in the Baseline condition versus Transparency.
• H3.3 : Decreasing mean of retrieval time over successive trials.
• H3.4 : Larger mean of covered distance in the Baseline condition as compared to Transparency.
• H3.5 : Decreasing mean of covered distance over successive trials.
• H3.6 : No adherence to proxemic behavior as known from the real world.
• H3.7 : User preference for the Transparency condition.
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5.4. Results and Discussion
5.4.1. Performance Measures
Performance data was collapsed and evaluated using ANOVA with technique and trial as within-subjects variables
and order of condition as a variable between-subjects (order). In contrast to the study in the co-located setup we
found that show-through techniques can in fact have an impact on task performance. Regarding discovery time we
found significant effects of training as represented by the independent variable trial (F = 65.48; p < 0.001). The
longer users were operating the task the better became their performance. This verifies H3.1. The predicted effect
of technique (H3.2) could also be proven (F = 28.82; p < 0.001). We believe the latter result demonstrates higher
referential awareness with show-through techniques. Since immediate visibility of the referenced object is the most
direct advantage of show-through techniques we had a similar hypothesis when studying user performance in the colocated setup (see. H1.5), but it had to be rejected. We observed that users simply followed the presenter continuously
to ensure for always having the best possible viewing condition. This strategy could not easily be adopted in the
remote setup since the presenter was not physically present and the avatar to one’s side could hardly be seen on the
screen. Furthermore, referential gestures are more difficult to understand when the position of the presenter is unclear.
A significant interaction effect of technique with order was obtained (F = 51.04; p < 0.001). We observed that
the mentioned advantages of show-through only become apparent for the group that started without that visualization
aid (see Figure 9 left). Our interpretation of this result is that the 3D visualization of the pointing ray in fact provides
sufficient awareness about its origin and the referred location in the 3D scene. It is just slightly more difficult to
understand these cues than simply following the presenter. After having performed a few discovery tasks in the
remote setup, participants sufficed with the pointing ray to find the referred target object and thus cannot further
benefit from show-through techniques.
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Figure 9: Boxplots of discovery time (left) and retrieval time (right) taking into account the sequence of applied
technique conditions. We observe that participants starting with the Baseline condition needed more time to discover
targets with show-through disabled. Participants that started with the Transparency condition instead, needed more
time for object retrieval when using the visualization aid.
For retrieval time, the time required to reselect the three targets, we found a significant effect for trial (F =
7.66; p < 0.005). This obvious effect of training validates H3.3. Also we found a significant interaction of technique
with order (F = 15.78; p < 0.005). While retrieval times were comparable in all other conditions, users who started
the experiment with transparency enabled performed worse in that condition (see Figure 9 right). Facilitating the
discovery of objects in the scene can apparently discourage users from memorizing the spatial layout. Though initially
we were concerned about this possible issue, we could not find any such indication when analyzing user performance
in the co-located setup. Now, in the results of this follow up study we did. We suggest that awareness about the
presenter’s co-located activities compensated for this effect in the earlier study. Also, we did not find the retrieval
performance of users who started in the Baseline condition to be affected by using show-through. This demonstrates
that show-through techniques do not necessarily hamper the spatial understanding of a 3D scene, but simplifying the
discovery task allows users’ to be less attentive.
The decreased demand for the users’ engagement becomes apparent in the results for covered distance. As in
the co-located setting observers moved significantly less with show-through enabled (F = 33.10; p < 0.001). This
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result validates H3.4. As hypothesized (H3.5) we also observe the users’ motion effort to become significantly more
effective over successive trials (F = 11.55; p < 0.001).
5.4.2. Proxemics
The pointing ray of the other user was pretty much all they perceived as an indicator of each other’s position in
the shared virtual space. Direct verbal communication between observer and presenter provided further awareness of
the physical distance between both. We found the purely virtual closeness not disturbing and thus we did not expect
proxemic behavior as in a physically shared space. As stated in H3.6 we assumed that users would largely ignore their
distance to the co-present avatar.
Our records of interpersonal distance in the shared virtual environment prove this assumption to be true. We
observed close mutual distances (see Table 2 for exact values). Average distances of 57.76cm in the Baseline condition
and 70.63cm in the Transparency condition were even smaller than those measured earlier in the co-located setup
without support of show-through techniques. Such close proximity is also a result of the small sized display setups
in the remote condition. Screen widths of 1.2m and 2.5m respectively would hardly allow for two co-located users
interacting at comfortable distance to each other. However, we have not observed any attempts of our participants to
avoid collisions with the other user’s avatar. Also when asked about their sense of co-presence and comfort during the
experiments nobody complained about the other’s avatar intruding their personal space.
We conclude that mutual awareness is highly decreased in remote collaboration setups and thus proxemics are
not an issue. Instead, the lack of mutual awareness may hinder direct communication. Show through techniques can
improve this situation with increased referential awareness as reported above.
Zone
Intimate
Intimate
Personal
Personal
Social

Phase
Close
Far
Close
Far
Close

Baseline
7.71%
26.01%
36.13%
27.53%
2.62%

Transparency
4.36%
17.41%
34.98%
37.07%
6.18%

Table 2: Average time spent at distinct zones of interpersonal distances during the second user study.
5.4.3. Subjective Ratings
For neither of both conditions users reported any difficulties to perform the task. Subjective ratings regarding
collaboration, comfort and spatial understanding were also quite similar for both conditions (cf. Figure 10). No
statistically significant difference could be found. Thus we had to reject H3.7 although users informally reported their
appreciation for show-through techniques facilitating the discovery of referred objects.
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Figure 10: Subjective ratings of collaboration quality, comfort and spatial understanding in the remote setup.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we propose the use of show-through techniques for dealing with inter-user occlusion problems in
multi-user virtual reality systems. Advantages of this novel interaction technique were demonstrated both in colocated as well as distributed collaboration scenarios.
In the co-located setting, show-though reduced the number of cases in which users needed to get very close or
even bump into each other. Our findings also showed that they can maintain a socially convenient distance for most
of the time while moving much less than without applying these techniques. Since spatial understanding of the scene
did not seem severely affected by our techniques, users made use of them to conform to social protocols as much as
possible.
In the distributed setup, instead, users mostly disregarded their proximity to the avatar of a remote collaborator.
Here, we observed positive effects on referential awareness. Show-through was shown to ease the identification of
selected objects. On the other hand, the results suggest that the visualization aid can negatively affect the users’ ability
to memorize corresponding locations. Show-through renders indicated objects immediately visible. Thereby it allows
users to acknowledge discovery without gathering enough spatial knowledge about the objects. Overall, our results
also prove that this is not necessarily the case. It seems to depend on the user’s engagement in gathering the respective
information.
In the co-located setup we also compared two different implementations of show-through techniques. Significant
differences were not obtained, neither in the task performance measures nor in subjective ratings regarding collaboration and comfort. Nevertheless, users rated the transparency technique better in terms of spatial understanding. We
assume that this can be explained with the better preservation of depth cues through transparency than in case of rigorous cut-aways. The development and more detailed evaluation of multi-user interaction techniques that improve the
trade-off between mutual information exchange, visual complexity and visual reliability of the belabored geometrical
model remains to be an exciting research topic for future work.
In our work, we involved only two users with distinct roles – the presenter and the observer. However, in real life
these roles change and users are taking turns at showing and observing, which needs to be supported appropriately.
Furthermore, with show-through techniques, the observer sees a different perspective of the object being pointed to
than the presenter, which can prove to be a limitation in certain situations. Often, for example, more than two people
are involved in a collaborative discussion of a design scenario. The questions are if our techniques are similarly
effective in such cases, how do they scale, and how do they handle situations wherein more than one person is
pointing? One issue already became apparent: the size of the display needs to be appropriate with regards to the
number of users involved. A three-meter wide display allows at most two users to maintain a comfortable distance to
each other.
By decreasing referential ambiguity, show-through techniques are particularly beneficial for the presenter as he or
she does not need to worry if an object is occluded from the observer’s point of view. In physical reality or when VRsystems offer only corresponding reality-based interfaces, showing objects is not always straight forward. One needs
to consider the viewing position of observers. In cluttered 3D environments we experience an important difference
between pointing or actually showing something. Pointing does not necessarily mean that the observer is seeing the
indicated feature. Instead, pointing to an object often implies for colleagues to move around in order to arrive at an
appropriate view position. Showing, on the other hand, often involves the effort of moving something explicitly into
the field of view of others. In multi-user virtual reality, show-through techniques can bridge this gap.
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